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Introduction 
Speaking of medieval Russian literature, Jakobson pointed out that 
works of the period "are rich in intricate puzzles, according to the 
trend of the time, which required speaking in riddles (gatbkami 
bestdovafi)" (1952: 382). Among these puzzles are the alliterative, 
paronomasic and anagrammatic passages in the Igor' Tale, which, to 
be sure, have been noticed and treated by several authors (RZiha 
1926; ci~evskij  1948,1949; Wollman 1958; Gasparov 1984; Nikolaeva 
1984-1985,1988, to mention but a few). With respect to the Igor' Tale 
in particular, Jakobson viewed the sound repetitions as a piece of 
unfinished business: "...zvukovye povtory v naSem pamjatnike eSfe 
2dut sistematireskogo obsledovanija" (1952: 512-13). More than thir- 
ty years later Yokoyama and Vine could continue to assert that [i]n 
the library of literature concerning the poetics of the Russian epic tale 
Slovo o polku lgorare, surprisingly little work has been done with 
respect to its sound texture; and with very few exceptions, most pub- 
lished work concerns the rhythmic or metrical structure of the poem" 
(1988: 415). Although the effect of sound repetitions can be 
appreciated for their verse-organizational and rhythmic functions as 
well as evocative, emotive and synesthetic character (calling forth the 
clashing of metal, the pounding of hooves, etc.), as has been sug- 
gested in previous works, I will propose in this paper that such 
structures also help clarify and unify the imagery and metaphorical 
associations of the   ale.' Specifically, sound structures tie together on 
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